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Puzzle

The group will race to find pieces to a bigger picture. You can cut up the image into pieces according to the skill of your group.

For younger children, we suggest large, simple squares and for adults smaller pieces in complex shapes. Once the group has found all of the pieces, they can put them together to form an image.

Sample:
IT'S GLOW TIME
WORD SCRAMBLE

The group will race to find letters. There are 20 letters total. Once the group has found all of the letters, they should unscramble them to reveal a message.

If your group is struggling here are some hints:

Hint #1: Give the players the paper with the blanks and punctuation.
Answer: On Your Mark, Get Set, GLOW!

Hint #2: The phrase was said in the opening game explanation poem.

SYMBOL DECODER

The group will race to find symbols. There are 12 total. Once the group has found all of the symbols, they can use the decoder to reveal a secret message.

Answer: Keep Calm and Glow On!